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Every state in the United States (US) has a compulsory attendance statutory scheme that requires persons between certain ages to attend school. While at school, students are protected from employee abuse by a comprehensive network of state statutes and regulations that can result in criminal sanctions, civil damages, and professional discipline where an investigation has produced evidence of sexual abuse. Complaints of teacher sexual abuse can result in multiple investigations by school officials, law enforcement, or social services, but the ultimate issue discussed in this article is the extent to which members of the public, including media and parents, are entitled to know the names of teachers against whom allegations of sexual misconduct have been made. The issue is complicated by the fact that, while some investigations can result in a finding of teacher sexual misconduct, most either find the charges as false or unsubstantiated for lack of evidence. The Supreme Court of Washington’s recent decision in Bellevue John Does v Bellevue School District No. addresses whether these investigations are adequate for finding and punishing abusive teachers, and if not, whether that inadequacy will result in school children continuing to suffer at the hands of predatory teachers. Whether the names of all teachers against whom charges of sexual misconduct have been made, regardless of the outcome of investigations, should be revealed presents a difficult balancing question between a teacher’s privacy interest in his or her identity and the public’s interest in schools that are free from sexual misconduct of publicly paid teachers. The discussion in this article is limited to the United States but the question of teachers’ privacy where they are charged with sexual misconduct could well be an issue in any nation.

I Introduction

Every state in the United States has a compulsory attendance statutory scheme that requires persons between certain ages to attend school. While at school, students are protected from employee abuse by a comprehensive network of state statutes and regulations that can result in criminal sanctions, civil damages, and professional discipline where an investigation has produced evidence of sexual abuse. These sanctions, though, have not always been successful in preventing student sexual abuse and, among a comprehensive compilation by the US Department of Education of student sexual misconduct studies, one such study reported that 9.6 percent of all children in Grades 8–11 have been subjected to educator sexual misconduct. From a broader perspective, ‘more than 4.5 million students are subject to sexual misconduct by an employee of a school sometime between kindergarten and 12th grade’.
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Whether investigations of alleged teacher sexual misconduct are conducted by school officials, law enforcement, or social services, the issue discussed in this article is the extent to which members of the public, including media and parents, are entitled to know the names of teachers against whom allegations of sexual misconduct have been made. The issue is complicated by the fact that, while some investigations can result in a finding of teacher sexual misconduct, most either find the charges as false or unsubstantiated for lack of evidence. The Supreme Court of Washington’s recent decision in Bellevue John Does v Bellevue School District No. 405 (Bellevue) addresses whether these investigations are adequate for finding and punishing abusive teachers, and if not, whether that inadequacy will result in ‘[s]chool children … continu[ing] to suffer at [the] hands [of predatory teachers]’. Whether the names of all teachers against whom charges of sexual misconduct have been made, regardless of the outcome of investigations, should be revealed presents a difficult balancing question between a teacher’s privacy interest in his or her identity and the public’s interest in schools that are free from sexual misconduct of publicly paid teachers.

II Bellevue: Facts and Court Decisions

A Facts and Trial Court Decision

The Seattle Times newspaper in Seattle, Washington, requested under the state’s Public Disclosure Act (PDA) (recodified as the Public Records Act (PRA)) for three school districts relating to allegations of teacher sexual misconduct in the last 10 years. Washington’s PRA defines a public record broadly as ‘any writing containing information relating to the conduct of government or the performance of any governmental or proprietary function prepared, owned, used, or retained by any state or local agency regardless of physical form or characteristics’. PRA protects an employee’s privacy to the extent that disclosure of employee information ‘(1) would be highly offensive to a reasonable person, and (2) is not of legitimate concern to the public’. To the extent that release of information would represent ‘an unreasonable invasion of personal privacy … an agency shall delete identifying details in a manner consistent with this chapter when it makes available or publishes any public record’. However, the Washington Code accords a ‘good faith’ exemption to any public agency or employee that releases in good faith in attempting to comply with the provisions of this chapter. The Washington Code goes so far as to require that, except for pending civil or criminal investigations or charges or a contrary request from the employee, ‘[a]ll information determined to be false and all such information in situations where the employee has been fully exonerated of wrongdoing, shall be promptly destroyed’.

Pursuant to the Seattle Times’ request, the three school districts identified 55 current and former teachers who satisfied the Times’ request and, pursuant to the PRA, notified the teachers of that request. Thirty-seven responded with a lawsuit alleging that ‘the release of records identifying them with accusations of sexual misconduct would be an invasion of privacy’. The school districts released to the newspaper the unredacted records of the 18 teachers who did not join the lawsuit, in addition to having earlier released ‘numerous records [regarding the 37 teachers] documenting the nature of the allegation in each case [against the teachers], the grade level[s] [they taught], the type of investigation conducted [by the school district], and any disciplinary action taken [by the district] … [but without] disclosure of [the 37 teachers’] real names’.
Against a backdrop of PRA statutory policy ‘that free and open examination of public records is in the public interest, even though such examination may cause inconvenience or embarrassment to public officials’,22 and after considering documentary evidence introduced by the plaintiff teachers, the trial court ordered the disclosure of 22 of the 37 teachers’ records where ‘alleged misconduct was substantiated, [where the misconduct had] resulted in some form of discipline, or [where] the school district’s investigation [had been] inadequate’.23 Twelve of the 22 teachers sought review of the order for disclosure of their names and the Times was permitted to intervene ‘seeking release of identifying information for the 15 [of the 37] prevailing John Does’.24

B Appeals Court Decision

The Washington appeals court held that the names of all but three teachers had to be disclosed to the Times, including those in the group of 15 who had been excluded from disclosure by the trial court, holding that nondisclosure did not apply to ‘unsubstantiated [allegations] or [those] determined not to warrant discipline’25 and to teachers who had received ‘letters of direction’.26 In effect, the appeals court limited nondisclosure only to those fact situations where an investigation had occurred and ‘an allegation against a teacher [was] plainly false’.27 For the three cases where nondisclosure was not required under the PRA, the appeals court found those cases to involve reports that were ‘blatant fabrication’28 or ‘patently false’.29

C Supreme Court Majority Decision

The Supreme Court of Washington, in a complicated and divided 5-3 opinion, reversed in part the appeals court decision. In effect, the Supreme Court was called upon in Bellevue to determine whether ‘the identities of teachers who are the subjects of allegations’ and information in letters of direction are ‘personal information’ under the PRA ‘to the extent that disclosure would violate [the teachers’] right to privacy’.30 In its interpretation of the PRA, the supreme court majority observed that: (1) ‘the public lacks a legitimate interest in the identities of teachers who are the subjects of unsubstantiated allegations of sexual misconduct because the teachers’ identities do not aid in effective government oversight by the public and the teachers’ right to privacy does not depend on the quality of the school districts’ investigations’;31 and, (2) ‘the [PRA] mandates disclosure of letters of direction … [but] where a letter simply seeks to guide future conduct, does not mention substantiated misconduct, and a teacher is not disciplined or subject to any restriction, the name and identifying information of the teacher should be redacted’.32

The Court held that ‘teachers’ identities’ and letters of direction ‘contain[ing] information regarding the school districts’ criticisms and observations of the Doe employees that relate to their competence as education professionals’ constituted ‘personal information’33 under the statute, and thus were subject to the statutory limitation on invasion of privacy. The Bellevue supreme court was constrained by two of its earlier opinions reaching opposite results regarding disclosure, the first (Brouillet v Cowles Publishing Co)34 deciding that the public had a legitimate interest in information about the revocation of a teacher’s certification involving ‘the extent of known sexual misconduct in schools’,35and the second (Dawson v Daly)36 that disclosure of a deputy prosecutor’s performance evaluation was not required under the PRA because it would have violated the prosecutor’s right to privacy.37 In both of these decisions, the Washington Supreme Court had relied on the definition of ‘invasion of privacy’ in the Restatement of Torts: ‘“[o]ne who gives publicity to a matter concerning the private life of another is subject to liability to the other
for invasion of privacy, if the matter publicized is of a kind that (a) would be highly offensive to a reasonable person and (b) is not of legitimate concern to the public". However, in Brouillet, the supreme court had never reached the question as to 'whether teachers have a right of privacy in unsubstantiated allegations of sexual misconduct', and in Dawson, whether disclosure of a performance evaluation 'would violate the prosecutor’s right of privacy [where] it would be highly offensive and the public [did] not have a legitimate concern in such information'.

In Bellevue, the supreme court addressed the unanswered question from Brouillet, holding that 'unsubstantiated or false accusation[s] of sexual misconduct [do not involve] action taken by an employee in the course of performing public duties [and thus] … are matters concerning the teachers’ private lives'. In essence, the supreme court determined that where ‘the fact of the allegation, not the underlying conduct … lacks any evidence that misconduct ever occurred’, the court refused to permit ‘the teacher’s performance or activities as a public servant … [to be] held up to hatred and ridicule in the community’. The supreme court found the appeals court’s distinction between reportable ‘unsubstantiated’ claims and unreportable ‘patently false’ claims to be a ‘vague and impractical’ one that placed ‘unworkable [and] time consuming’ … burden[s] on agencies and courts … likely to lead to radically different methods and conclusions’. In holding that ‘[w]hen an allegation is unsubstantiated, the teacher’s identity is not a matter of legitimate public concern’, the Supreme Court of Washington rejected the Times argument that ‘the public has a legitimate concern in monitoring the school districts’ investigations of sexual misconduct and the identity of the accused is imperative to the effectiveness of such monitoring’. The court refused to make ‘the quality of a school district’s investigation’ a relevant factor in determining teacher privacy because ‘the accused [teacher] has no control over the adequacy of the investigation’. The Bellevue majority opined that even if,

school districts [can] get away with less than acceptable investigations and permit teachers (whose reputations have not been cleared by thorough investigations) to avoid public scrutiny of their alleged misconduct, … the public can [still] access documents related to the allegations and investigations (subject to redactions), thus maintaining the citizens’ ability to inform themselves about school district operations.

Similarly, the public is entitled only to redacted letters of direction in teacher personnel files where the letter ‘does not identify unsubstantiated misconduct and the teacher is not disciplined or subjected to any restriction’. Even with redactions of teacher identities, the public’s interest is still protected ‘in overseeing school districts’ responses to allegations … [by] giv[ing] citizens a complete picture of a school district’s investigations and accompanying procedures’.

D **Supreme Court Dissenting Opinion**

The three dissenting supreme court justices in Bellevue found the majority’s decision far too limiting because ‘the public in Washington will not have access to information necessary for determining whether the State’s school districts satisfactorily address allegations of teacher sexual misconduct’. Unlike the majority, the members of the dissent saw no right of privacy regarding ‘specific instances of misconduct occurring in the course of the teacher’s performance of his her public duties’. The dissent rejected the majority’s claim that ‘an accusation of sexual misconduct is not an action taken by an employee in the course of performing public duties’ with the pointed observation that ‘public school teachers who prey on school children do so in the course of performing their public duties’. Far less sanguine than the majority about the integrity of school district investigations of sexual misconduct complaints, the dissent noted that
not disclosing teacher identities where misconduct is unsubstantiated ‘leaves school districts free to control whether an accused teacher’s identity must be released by controlling the scope and depth of its investigation’. Because school districts that vigorously pursue allegations of sexual misconduct face ‘the threat of lawsuits from students and their parents’ as well as ‘from teachers [where] allegations of sexual misconduct can threaten a teacher’s career or lead to discharge’, the dissent speculated that school districts find it much easier to control ‘an accused teacher’s identity … by reaching an agreement with the teacher exchanging resignation for silence’. In sum, the dissent concluded that the public was entitled to ‘information about an allegation where the sexual misconduct is unsubstantiated … [in order] to protect students …, to hold school districts accountable for their investigations and teachers accountable for their conduct …, [and] to enable the public to oversee the agencies charged with the education and care of public school children for fully half of their days, spanning a period of 12 years’.

III ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS

Bellevue presents a difficult policy question as to how much information about sexual misconduct complaints involving teachers should be disclosed. The policy reasons against disclosure are arguably more persuasive where allegations of sexual misconduct have been found to be false but one has to assume that even in such cases the investigation of those allegations was adequate. Thus, for purposes of this article, all allegations — those found to be false, those found to be substantiated, and those found to be unsubstantiated — will be included together since, whatever differing privacy interests may be asserted by teachers, those privacy interests depend arguably on the adequacy of investigations.

Although issues concerning teacher privacy and disclosure of information are state specific, the overarching issue, regardless of current state law, is whether teachers should have a protectable privacy interest at all in complaints about their performance as a public employee. The Supreme Court of Washington’s interpretation of its state’s public records act in Bellevue follows the pattern in most states that ‘disclosure provisions are liberally construed and its exemptions are narrowly construed’. Whether information requested for disclosure should be denied as an invasion of privacy is the threshold issue in all jurisdictions although courts do not reach the same conclusions. Generally, courts have held that information regarding teacher sexual misconduct can be revealed as long as the teacher’s name is redacted. However, as suggested by the dissent in Bellevue, redacting information about teacher identities whenever a student claim cannot be substantiated may only serve to send the message to the public that when ‘predatory teachers … go undetected, … children will continue to suffer at their hands’.

Bellevue highlights three policy questions related to allegations of teacher sexual misconduct: (1) whether school officials or board members are the appropriate persons to investigate allegations of teacher sexual misconduct and to make decisions regarding the substantiated or unsubstantiated results of such investigations; (2) whether sexual misconduct charges related to teacher performance of their public educational duties is (or, should be) protected by privacy; and, (3) whether the quality of K-12 education is best served by teacher responsiveness to public resolution of student or parent charges of teacher sexual misconduct.

A Investigatory Role of School Boards or School Officials

An appellate brief filed on behalf of thirty of the teachers in this case began with a plea that ‘it is imperative that [the Supreme Court of Washington] protect the identity of those against whom
false allegations are made’ but then the brief subtly expanded its claim to read that ‘there is no legitimate public concern in the identity of the teacher where there is no finding of misconduct and allegations remain unsubstantiated or false after an adequate investigation of those allegations’.61 Indeed, one of the core issues in this discussion is how categorisation following an investigation should affect disclosure of teacher identities. In the three school districts involved in this case, a person in each was designated as personally responsible for ‘investigat[ing] charges of teacher misconduct and imposing appropriate discipline where allegations of misconduct are substantiated and issuing a letter of direction when allegations are not substantiated’.62 The advantage of a ‘letter of direction [for both the school district and the employee was that it did] not constitute a finding of misconduct or that the employee [had] violated a District policy … [and thus its] value as [an] evaluative tool [was] … [that] the employee … avoid[ed] a time-consuming grievance process associated with employee discipline’.63 The school districts’ position in Bellevue was that

[releasing letters of direction would harm the public interest in efficient government administration by interfering with the employer’s ability to give candid advice and direction to its employees and would … chill employer-employee communications … if all written communications between the employer and employee were subject to disclosure.64

In sum, the teachers’ position in Bellevue was that the public has no interest in knowing the identity of teachers where ‘an adequate or extensive investigation … revealed no finding of misconduct [or] imposed [no] discipline’.65 However, the adequacy of an investigation and the recommendations of the investigator are two quite different matters and, to follow the reasoning of the teachers in Bellevue, the latter can be emphasised at the expense of the former. Thus, if school officials conducting an investigation choose to frame their evaluative comments as ‘concerns about [an employee’s] handling of specific incidents at the schools … [or] shortcomings and performance criticisms [without] … discussion of specific instances of misconduct’,66 the public, even though no consideration has been given to the adequacy of the investigation, should have no right to disclosure.67 The trial court in Bellevue had refused to defer to the school district’s investigation and after ‘an in camera review of the records … the trial court [had] order[ed] disclosure o[f] the identity of [those] teacher[s] … [where] there [had] not [been] an adequate investigation’,68 a position affirmed by the appeals court.69 On appeal, the Supreme Court of Washington in Bellevue reversed and refused to make inadequate investigations the basis for unredacted disclosure of teacher identities,70 reasoning that school districts could be sued under separate lawsuits for negligent retention or supervision71 or breach of its supervisory duty to investigate allegations of sexual abuse,72 or school districts could be subject to ‘significant penalties and attorney fees … if the [school district] fail[ed] to comply with the [PRA]’.73 One can query, though, whether the threat of litigation for negligent hiring, supervision, or retention substitutes for an effective investigation of complaints of teacher sexual misconduct. The Supreme Court of California, in Randi W. v Muroc Joint Unified School District (Randi W.),74 broke new ground by broadening the scope of liability to include a claim by the subsequent employer of an administrator who had engaged in sexual misconduct in a prior school district but whose misconduct was not revealed in the prior district’s positive letter of recommendation. However, Randi W., arguably, is limited to its facts where a former school district has provided a positive evaluation and, thus, the case does not necessarily extend to disclosure of information in a neutral letter of recommendation, with no reference to prior sexual misconduct, that has been negotiated as part of a settlement agreement,75 nondisclosure where no duty to report was created when the subsequent school district did not inquire about sexual misconduct,76 or to nondisclosure based on a prior school district administrator’s internal investigation that concluded that the
complaining student was lying.\textsuperscript{77} Thus, while \textit{Randi W.} has suggested a broadening of liability for negligent hiring, supervision or retention, it does not appear to have diminished the amount of litigation or the length of time necessary to resolve legal disputes involving employee sexual misconduct.

The dissent in \textit{Bellevue} had little confidence in allowing school officials to “control the scope and depth of its investigation”,\textsuperscript{78} adopting what in essence was a “foxes guarding the henhouse” position that such self-investigation would serve to erode public trust and leave the public with the perception that “the school board is not responsive to the taxpayers, and the school board is hiding something”.\textsuperscript{79} In its appellate brief, the Seattle Times cited an un referenced six-week nationwide study that found “at a minimum, hundreds of cases involving sexual abuse of students are unfolding publicly at any given time”; the study concluded that school officials ‘have fallen short in their duty to keep students safe’, resulting in multimillion-dollar jury verdicts for victims or in costly out-of-court settlements.\textsuperscript{80} Indeed, the Seattle Times Appellate Brief chronicled specific examples of school districts in Washington ‘cut[ting] a deal that require[d] the districts to withhold any information about [teacher] misconduct ... [in order to] avoid court battles with fired employees[,] [thus] let[ting] accused teachers “slip away” when allegations are made, landing in new districts where the officials “remain in the dark until too late”’.\textsuperscript{81} In addition, the school districts at issue in \textit{Bellevue}. had a practice of issuing ‘oral reprimands [or] warnings’ reflective of ‘the tremendous pressures upon the districts not to document events’, even though ‘no certain safety measure was in place to assure that successive administrators would become aware of the oral discipline’.\textsuperscript{82} Where ‘evidence of discipline stemming from an investigation is not in accessible files’, the Seattle Times reasoned that “[e]ven when personnel are advised to consider [past] allegations, they are unable to do so ‘due to poor reporting and record keeping practices’”.\textsuperscript{83} Where the purported motives for school district nondisclosure of complaints of sexual misconduct are ‘keep[ing] the matter secret to avoid alarming the public, ... avoid[ing] embarrassing the alleged victims of abuse, [or not] publiciz[ing] charges against [the teacher because] his career may be irreparably harmed’,\textsuperscript{84} one can question whether such breadth of discretion qualifies school district officials to conduct investigations at all.

Some courts have called into question the adequacy of internal investigations of teacher sexual misconduct, particularly where those investigations substitute for reporting the alleged misconduct to social services.\textsuperscript{85} However, even if school districts forgo investigation of sexual misconduct complaints by referring all complaints to social welfare agencies as required under state child abuse statutes,\textsuperscript{86} such referrals do not necessarily require disclosure of the teacher’s identity (including teacher name, certificate/license number, and schools taught at)\textsuperscript{87} if the investigation does not substantiate that sexual misconduct occurred, or if the result generates a ‘letter of direction’ that allegedly is not based on a finding of sexual misconduct. In other words, if a social service agency investigation does not produce a substantiated finding of child abuse,\textsuperscript{88} the public is likely to discover the names of teachers against whom complaints of sexual misconduct have been made only if a student is willing to pursue a lengthy, costly, and cumbersome lawsuit for negligent hiring, supervision or retention. More troublesome, though, is that even if parents can pursue these negligent claims, actions against state officials for inadequate investigations may be blocked by state immunity statutes.\textsuperscript{89}

\subsection*{B Privacy Rights of Teachers in the US}

At this point, the discussion moves from the issues of investigation and labeling of the results to the privacy interests of teachers in the US. At the core of this discussion, from the teachers’
perspective, is the extent to which a teacher charged with sexual misconduct is a government actor subject to public scrutiny or a citizen entitled to have his/her identity shielded from such scrutiny as long as those allegations are not substantiated. The teachers in Bellevue argued that the purpose of the State of Washington’s PRA was ‘to monitor government, … not to scrutinize individuals …, [and the effort to gain access to teacher records] relating to [other than] actual misconduct … constitute[d] scrutiny of individuals, not of government’. For the plaintiff teachers in Bellevue the conflict focused on the extent to which teachers in public schools retain the privacy rights of a citizen while they perform their contracted responsibilities in classrooms and other school venues. While the answer to this question is framed to a large extent in a localised context by a state’s statutory and common law, it also invokes in the larger context a public policy consideration of the function of education.

The Supreme Court of Washington majority rested its Bellevue decision on the privacy rights of teachers’ ‘personal information’ under the state’s public records act. Appellate briefs on behalf of the teachers claimed broadly that public disclosure of an accusation of sexual misconduct, especially if unsubstantiated or false, would be highly offensive under state law because such release would taint a professional teacher’s career and shed doubts on the character of the accused teacher. The argument contrary to the Bellevue majority is that complaints of teacher sexual misconduct have to be disclosed because ‘a teacher’s conduct with his or her students … on the job is not a private matter … [nor does it] relate to “the intimate details of one’s personal and private life”’. Courts have taken three approaches to disclosing education-related information regarding sexual misconduct: (1) some courts have rationalised disclosure of personal identities where such disclosure would not only ‘encourage … the public [to] evaluate the expenditure of public funds and the efficient and proper functioning of its institutions, but also to foster confidence in government through openness to the public’; however, even when ordering disclosure, other courts have taken the Bellevue majority approach that complaint or grievance records are discoverable only after individual identity material has been redacted; and, (3) yet other courts have adopted the Bellevue trial court approach that information can be disclosed after an in camera hearing to determine if disclosure would constitute an invasion of privacy.

Privacy in its broadest meaning is the protection of an individual’s interest in making decisions free of government interference. The United States Supreme Court has recognised that the Liberty Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment protects ‘a right of personal privacy’ that includes ‘the interest in independence in making certain kinds of important decisions’. However, the right to make decisions without government interference is not without limits. For public school teachers, their expectation of privacy, one can argue, is diminished by the reality that they have been employed to instruct students, most of whom are minors required under state compulsory attendance laws to attend school.

C Quality of Public Education

School boards entrust teachers with the responsibility to provide students with the knowledge and skills that comport with board policy. When teachers instruct students, board members expect that teachers will adhere to approved guidelines and conduct themselves in school settings in an appropriate and professional manner. Teachers who deviate from these guidelines, or act in a manner that board members and school officials consider not to be in the best interests of the school district, may face disciplinary action. Under a broad penumbra of statutory language, including unprofessional conduct, unfitness, willful neglect of duty, and immorality, courts
consistently have upheld dismissals of employees for misconduct involving students, regardless of whether the conduct involved sexual contact102 or non-sexual conduct reflecting an improper relationship.103 Courts tend to be very generous with school boards in discharging employees who have engaged in impermissible sexual contact with students, even when that contact occurred in the past104 or the teacher has been cleared of criminal charges.105

The obvious result of such litigation is that teachers who choose to challenge in court a school district’s disciplinary action against them for sexual misconduct have no reasonable expectation of privacy either in the facts underlying the school district’s claim against the teacher or the school district’s ultimate disciplinary decision. However, as reflected in Bellevue, disclosure of information related to administrative investigations by school officials or social service agencies becomes mired in judicial interpretations of statutory privacy exemptions. Just how broadly a state chooses to draw the circle of privacy protection can have an impact both on individual teachers as well as the school district as a whole. If, as the Bellevue majority suggests, a school district is the sum total of its parts, then the quality of education will be defined in significant part by an emphasis on whatever protection state law provides to those parts, in this case, the best interest of teachers. On the other hand, if, as the Bellevue dissent suggests, education is more than the sum of its parts, then a school district’s education can extend to less readily definable components such as public confidence in its school officials acting appropriately to protect the safety of their children.

The Bellevue majority serves to preserve the administrative structure of school districts whereby elected school boards are responsible for selecting administrators who evaluate and provide direction for their staff. While the majority is correct that the electorate can non-reelect board members, one wonders how well-informed the electorate can be if, as the Bellevue dissent suggests, administrators can make teacher evaluations inaccessible merely by not including references to teacher misconduct or the board can make teacher misconduct inaccessible through negotiated settlement agreements with confidentiality provisions.106 Even without the formal settlement agreement, the Bellevue dissent’s observation that the same non-informed result can be reached by permitting teachers to quietly resign without having to face dismissal proceedings would seem to have merit.107 One can at least query whether education is best served by an administrator or school board paternalism that treats student safety and wellbeing simply as removal of the cause of sexual misconduct.108 Indeed, a medical patient would most probably have a malpractice claim if a physician considered his or her responsibility fulfilled by removing a cancer without on-going attention being given to its effect on the rest of the body.109 Without schools furnishing specific, identifiable information about teachers who have been charged with sexual misconduct, one wonders how the wellbeing of victims of sexual misconduct who have reported abuse but have seen no results, or the wellbeing of victims of abuse who are afraid to report it, or the wellbeing of parents who are completely unaware of abuse, has been served.

By declaring that teachers have a personal identity privacy right in not having sexual misconduct charges revealed, parents are left only with redacted reports about the number of sexual misconduct reports that provide no information as to school officials’ or the school board’s resolution of those complaints. While in loco parentis can often be considered to be a legal fiction,110 it nonetheless still has served to mirror the reality that schools’ work with students requires a collaborative effort among teachers, school officials, and parents.111 Arguably, the Bellevue majority decision significantly marginalises this collaboration by permitting school officials and school boards to conceal information from parents affecting the safety and physical wellbeing of their children.
Admittedly, balancing professional harm to teachers where their identities are disclosed for unsubstantiated or false complaints and harm to students where complaints of sexual misconduct are either discouraged or ineffectively investigated present difficult public policy choices. Unquestionably, teacher reputations will be harmed, perhaps irreparably, where their names are associated with even false claims of sexual misconduct. However, teachers would have a post-hoc due process entitlement to a name-clearing hearing, a due process right to defend themselves against discharge, or the opportunity to pursue state law tort or statutory claims against the student complainant or his or her parents. No legal process, though, can be invoked to compel students to make complaints about teacher sexual misconduct where, as suggested by the Bellevue dissent, students refuse to report sexual misconduct protection either because they are afraid to do so or because past complaints by their friends have effected no changes.

The Bellevue majority chose to follow the prevailing view that teacher privacy interest in their identities takes precedence over the public’s (including, parents’) entitlement to unredacted knowledge of the identity of teachers against whom sexual misconduct complaints have been made, reasoning that school boards and school officials, not parents, are responsible for protecting the safety of students. While this approach has appeal from a school management perspective, one can query the extent to which concealing information from parents about some teachers against whom sexual misconduct complaints have been made will in the long run only serve to erode trust and confidence in all teachers.

IV Conclusion

Bellevue highlights the difficult policy issues related to disclosure of teacher identities when a complaint of sexual misconduct has been made by students. Unquestionably, teachers have a great deal at stake when they are alleged to have been involved in sexual misconduct, especially considering that such charges can be filed anonymously and maliciously. However, one can question whether public school teachers should be permitted to hide behind state privacy statutes to prevent disclosure of their names. To suggest, as the Bellevue majority does, that parents should be satisfied with redacted information revealing the existence of sexual misconduct charges but not the names of those charged nor the resolution of those charges, takes a diminutive, if not demeaning, view of the role of parents in protecting their children. Perhaps, if the record of responsible investigation by school officials were more convincing, the Bellevue majority’s deference to such investigations would be more compelling. One wonders, though, how the best interests of those teachers against whom allegations of sexual misconduct have been made is served when school officials are permitted to negotiate resolution of sexual misconduct complaints without having to account to the public for those resolutions. One can certainly argue that, while using state privacy statutes to limit disclosure to redacted information may protect the identities of those teachers against whom sexual misconduct allegations have been made, it does nothing to protect other teachers not the victims of allegations from insinuation in such misconduct.

One possible resolution of this dilemma concerning the adequacy of school officials’ investigation of sexual misconduct allegations might be to remove this function totally from the local level and transfer it to the state department of education. All investigations would then become matters of professional responsibility with licensure sanctions being imposed for findings of misconduct. While parents would not necessarily have access to the names of all teachers charged with sexual misconduct, the identities of sanctioned teachers, including those who receive ‘letters of admonishment’ or who enter into consent agreements, would be public knowledge.
Arguably, this is a better mid-point in balancing the professional interests of teachers and the interests of parents in their children’s safety since it not only removes the decision-making authority from local school boards but places the authority with a body that can impose licensure sanctions.
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